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Abstract. The rheology and the friction of adsorbed layers of poly-isoprene between two

cobalt surfaces were investigated with a recently developed molecular tribometer. Each poly-
isoprene layer is obtained by adsorption of the polymer from a semi-dilute solution of cis 1-4

poly- isoprene in 2,4, dicyclohexyl-2-methylpentane, which is
a

small hydrocarbon molecule and

a
good solvent of the poly-isoprene at 23 °C. The aim of these experiments is the mechanical

characterizations of the compressed film formed by the contact ofthe two adsorbed layers,under
both normal approach and sliding conditions. The rheological behaviour of adsorbed layers is

studied with the normal approach of
a

smooth sphere on a
plane. An "hydrodynamic layer" is

detected on each surface, whose thickness is smaller than the thickness of each polymer layer
adsorbed

on the cobalt surface. During the compression process, the solvent molecules are

repelled from the polymer network. When the separation distance becomes very small, the

layers
are

formed by
a

compressed polymer "mesh" not connected. The
mean

"mesh" size

is lower than the one corresponding to the "rubber" plateau of
a

poly-isoprene melt. During
friction testing, the film thickness was accurately measured by variations of the sphere-plane
capacitance. The film thickness variations follow those of the friction force and is the sum of

two contributions. One is a thickness decrease due to creep of the layers themselves. Another

is a very small increase of the interfacial thickness between the two layers, which
was

found to

be dependent of the sliding speed. A "pinning" regime, where the application of a
shear results

in ordered polymer chains and reduced friction, is found for high pressure and low speed. The

"pinning" regime corresponds to the macroscopic "static" friction regime.

1. Introduction

The shear properties of surfaces coated with adsorbed polymers control not only phenomena
such as colloidal stability, fluid flow near the surface, but also tribological properties of solids [I].
Thus, polymer-modified lubricants have been used extensively as engine oils since the 1950's,
because the main role of the polymer is to increase viscosity and thus lubricant film thickness [2].

Surfaces, covered with adsorbed polymer, can bear the contact of two solid surfaces, as shown in

comprehensive experimental [3,4j and theoretical [5,6j studies conducted over the past decade.

(*)U.R.A. C-N-R-S 855
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However, little is known about the shear behaviour of such layers [7j, due to experimental
difficulty of carrying out both normal and shear characterization of such layers.

Nevertheless, a better understanding of mechanisms of adhesion and friction is now possible
with the recent development of new instruments such as the surface force apparatus, the

molecular tribometer [8-12j, the atomic force microscope [13-lsj, which make it feasible to

measure, at a molecular scale, the normal and tangential forces between two surfaces. In

the absence of ploughing friction due to the solid asperities, the frictional force between two

smooth solids arises from adhesive bonding and hence from the mechanical shear strength of

the sliding interface. The molecularly thin film of "simple" molecules or polymer melts present
in the interface controls the "interfacial" friction [loj, gives viscous or frictional forces [8], and

can be partly simulated [16j.
When the tangential compliance of the tribometer is not too low [12j, stick-slip has been

observed, whenever adhesion exists between the surfaces [8,11]. With this respect, small

molecules, which can form quasi-discrete layers, were used. The short range force curves char-

acterizes an adhesive minima located at separation distances at which sliding occurs. Friction

variations were explained by a "cobblestone" model, that takes into account the energy ex-

pended to overcome the intermolecular forces between the molecules, when they are dragged

over each other [II,16]. In this model, the presence of an attractive force is explicit. In the

contrary, if two surfaces interact across a well adsorbed polymer film, the intersurface forces

are, as in the case for the experiments presented in this paper, purely repulsive [3,21]. Since

interfacial adhesion is absent, stick-slip is not observed. The interesting aspect of sliding exper-

iments with long chain polymer molecules is also the possibility of orientation of the molecules

by the applied shear force. In the presence of such shear force, long chains molecules will

become preferentially aligned in the sliding direction, and evidence for shear-induced orienta-

tion has been observed in number previous experiments [36-38]. For instance, Hirz et al. [36],
which have investigated the frictional behaviour of mica surfaces lubricated with a linear per-
fluoropolyether melt, attribute the decrease of the kinetic friction in comparison with the static

one, to the shear-induced orientation of the polymer.
This paper is mainly concerned with both the bearing properties of adsorbed polymer layers

confined between a
flat and a spherical surface, and the shearing behaviour of the highly

compressed layers as shown schematically in Figure I. The two solid surfaces are each covered

with an adsorbed polymer layer of thickness L, and are pressed against each other with a

normal load T. Opposed to an applied relative speed X, a tangential force is detected and

related to the friction force T generated along the area of contact of radius a and at the

boundary of the interface of thickness D. An understanding of the mechanisms which control

the tangential force T, implies a knowledge of three points. First, the area of the contact zone

is influenced by both the mechanical and adhesive properties of the solids in contact and of

the interfacial film. Second, the viscoelastic properties of the interfacial film, which are related

to its structure, influences, in particular the interfacial thickness. Third, the very thin shear

band is where the sliding occurs. The poor definition of the position and the thickness of

these shear band is an unknown key. The analysis of these three points clearly shows how it is

important to fully characterise the geometrical and mechanical properties of the adsorbed films

used in these experiments. These three factors can be analysed with the same instrument: the

molecular tribometer.

The paper is organised as follows, in Section 2, we describe, a new molecular tribometer,
that measures with great accuracy the forces and the displacements between surfaces bearing
polymer layers in a liquid medium, and the nature of the materials used (solid surfaces, polymer
solution). We present, in Section 3, experimental data related to the normal approach. We

particularly show, that due to its structure, the adsorbed layer presents an "hydrodynamic"
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Fig. 1. Schematic geometry of the contacting solids separated by thin compressed layers. This

is also the geometry adopted in the experiments with the molecular tribometer described here. The

two solid surfaces
are

covered with an adsorbed polymer of thickness L, and are
pressed against each

other with
a

normal load Fs. Opposed to an applied relative speed X,
a

tangential force is detected

and related to the friction force T generated in the area of contact of radius a and in the interface of

thickness D. The understanding of the mechanisms, which control the tangential force T, is related

with the knowledge of three points: the area of the contact zone, the properties of the interfacial film,

the thin shear band.

thickness LH smaller than the thickness L which is determined by the static force. Finally,
in Section 4, we present the sliding behaviour of the compressed layers. The measurement of

the film thickness interface during the sliding process, not only detects the creep due to the

shear process, but also the thickness evolution of the interpenetration zone, in which the end

groups of the molecules are dragged across each other, producing the transfer of sliding energy.

Technical details of the normal approach presented in Section 3, can be found in the appendix.

2. Experimental Methods

The purpose of these experiment are the mechanical characterizations of a polymer layer ad-

sorbed on each solid surface, of the compressed film formed by the contact of two adsorbed

layers, and finally the sliding properties of the compressed layers.

2.I. THE MOLECULAR TRIBOMETER. A new molecular tribometer, designed for friction

studies, is used in these experiments. It takes some elements of the surface force apparatus
(S.F.A), previously described [17,18].

The general principle of the molecular tribometer (Fig. 2), is that a macroscopic spherical
body can be moved towards and away, in the three directions oxyz, from a planar one using the

expansion and the vibration of a piezoelectric crystal. A sphere of radius R is firmly fixed to

the three axial piezoelectric translator. The plane specimen is supported by double force (F, T)
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a molecular tribometer, which is
a

surface force apparatus
(S.F.A.) modified for friction studies.

sensors. Each of them is equipped with a capacitive sensor and a double cantilever spring. The

sensor's high resolution allows a very low compliance to be used for the force measurement

(C]
=

C(
=

2 x
lo~6 m/N). Three sensors are designed to measure relative displacements

in the three directions between supports of the two solids, with a displacement resolution of

0.ol nm in each direction.

Generally, specimens are metallic, and the electrical capacitance C of the sphere-plane in-

terface is also measured and then the sphere-plane interface closest distance D detected.

Each capacitance of the capacitive sensors is determined by incorporating it in a LC oscillator

acting in the range 5 to 12 MHz. Each resulting frequency is measured in two ways: first by

use of a frequency counter and second by use of a low noise discriminator, which directly gives

a voltage function of the frequency measured.

Three feedback loops control the relative displacements between the holders of the sphere
and the plane, in the three axes ozyz. These displacements can be automatically selected

under computer control. Each displacement signal is compared with an imposed signal using

a negative proportional integral (P.I.) feedback loop acting on each piezoelectric crystal via an

high voltage amplifier. For instance, X and Y displacements can be maintained constant and

the feedback process regulates the displacement Z between the sphere and the plane outside

of the contact region.
The experimental procedure was as follows. A set of solids samples (sphere and plane) are

prepared for each experiment and mounted on the tribometer, then a droplet of test liquid
is deposited between the two surfaces. Experiments are carried out in two steps. First, the

sphere (radius R) is moved towards (or away) from a plane (Oz direction). Normal squeeze
and deformations of the adsorbed layers and solid surfaces are measured during the normal

approach. Second, the sphere-plane interface is sheared, and relative displacements in the axis

o~ produces characterisation of the sliding process with the measurement of the frictional force.
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Fig. 3. Principles of experiments in normal approach. The sphere (radius R m 2 mm) is moved

towards (or away) from
a

plane (oz direction). A meniscus of liquid is confined between sphere and

plane (radii ri m mm, and r2 produces a wetting force. An adsorbed layer of polymer is obtained

on each surface. Their thicknesses are L. Lu is their "hydrodynamic" thickness In the normal

approach, the sphere-plane displacement Z is monitored in order to simultaneously determine both

the real separation 0 of the sphere and plane, and the extent of solid deformations 6. The two

components of the sphere-plane approach permit the analysis of the two normal forces components:
dynamic Fu and quasi-static Fs contributions.

For the normal squeeze, in the inward and outward normal approach (Fig. 3), the sphere-
plane displacement Z is monitored with two speed components. One is a steady ramp, which

gives a constant approach speed of o.1 nm Is. A small amplitude oscillatory motion of about

o-I nm RMS is superimposed on the steady motion, with a vibration period of 2.5 x
lo-~

s.

The following measurements are simultaneously recorded: the sphere-plane capacitance C,
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the "quasi-static" normal force Fs, and the mechanical "normal" transfer function. From this

complex transfer function, only the imaginary part will be used in this paper. This component,
which is the dynamic force in quadrature with respect to the oscillatory motion, gives the

damping function I IA:

~or~~ ~~~

where ~ is the viscosity of the fluid (see appendix).
Experiments were performed in dry air in the presence of the drying agent P205. The

temperature was 23 ° C. The stabilisation time for adsorption requires between a few minutes

for the pure solvent to some hours for the polymer solution.

2.2. MATERIALS

2.2.I. Solid Surfaces. The sphere used consists of metallic cobalt coatings on fused borosil-

icate glass, whose Poisson's ratio vi is 0.22 and Young's modulus El
"

65 GPa, (glass
732-01, Sovirel Corp. ). The plane used consists of metallic cobalt coatings on a silicon wafer

(E2
"

166 GPa, v2 "
0.23). This cobalt layer was deposited under a low argon pressure

(5 x
lo~6 Pa), using cathodic sputtering. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning tun-

neling microscopy examinations of the sputtered surfaces show that, the surfaces is made of

irregular connected clusters producing a gently bumpy corrugation with a "blackberry" like

roughness; (peak to valley I nm, measured with a scan length of1 ~lm). The corrugation diam-

eter is about 50 nm. X.P.S. analysis of these surfaces confirm the presence of metallic cobalt

on the glass, and show an oxide layer of thickness less than I nm [18]. The low amplitude
of the surface roughness is therefore negligible compared with the thickness of polymer layers

considered in this study.
Dust minimisation is one key to experimental success. The use of a laminar flow bench was

sufficient to reduce dust when coupled with a good inspection system, such as dark field optical
microscopy.

2.2.2. Liquids. Experiments were carried out with pure solvent and polymer solutions. The

solvent is 2,4, dicydohexyl-2-methylpentane (DCHPM), (Santotrac 40 from Shell Research,
Thornton, U.K). The solvent was purified by distillation under pure dry nitrogen. The poly-

mer used is the cis. 1,4, poly- isoprene (-CH2-C-(CH3)=CH-CH2)N, designated Pi, (Polymer
Laboratories). The weight average molecular weight of the liquid polymer Mw, measured by

gel permeation chromatography is 62800, which corresponds to a monomer number N
=

922.

The polydispersity index is 1.03. The bulk viscosity of the pure polymer is 2900 Pas [18j. Its

radius of gyration is given by the Wall relation RG
=

o.o198 M$.~ [19j, is estimated to be

RG
"

4.96 nm. The concentration of the cis-polyisoprene in solution with DCHPM, studied

here, is 9~ w/w
or c =

81 x
lo~~ g/cm~.

3. Normal Squeeze and Deformations of the Adsorbed Layers

3.I. EXPERIMENTS WITH PURE SOLVENT. In order to check the efsects of the adsorbed

layer created by the polymer solution, it is first necessary to study the semi-rigid hydrocarbon
DCH3/IP, which constitutes the solvent. The "damping profile" is obtained, using equation 11

~(~
=

~ ~~~~
Ii')

in the dynamic mode.
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Fig. 4. Curves a: Variations of the function 6~R~ IA with the surface separation D for cobalt sphere
and plane surfaces in pure 2,4, dicyclohexyl-2-methylpentane (DCHMP), and in

a
cis-polyisoprene

solution in DCHMP (9$~ w/w). The straight lines corresponds respectively to a
slope with ~o =

39.5 mPas for DCHMP and ~s =
82 mPas for the 9$~ Pis solution. The "hydrodynamic" layer

are

respectively Lu
=

2.5 nm
for pure DCHMP, and Lu

=
9 nm for Pis solution. Curves b: Quasi static

force (Fs)
uersw distance (D) profiles between the sphere (radius R) and the plane in pure DCHMP

and in polyisoprene solution (9% w/w). The force profiles are normalised to yield the interaction

energy per unit area in the Derjaguin approximation [21]. Repulsive interactions for the "virgin" layer
(not already compressed)

commence at Danset
=

135 + 20
nm

and give
a measurement of the thickness

L of each polymer layer adsorbed
on the cobalt surface (L

=
Danset/2

=
68 +10 nm).

The normal force profile F~ (D) in the quasi-static mode are simultaneously determined in the

polymer free solvent. In Figure 4a, 60rR~ IA is plotted against the mean surface separation D;
this reveals a linear variation, whose slope leads to the solvent viscosity ~o =

39.5 + o.2 mPas

and which intercepts the surface separation axis at D
=

2LH
=

5.o + 0.2 nm. The value

of the viscosity corresponds to the literature value for bulk viscosity of DCHPM and was

also checked with a capillary rheometer [23j. With the semi-rigid hydrocarbon DCHPM, a

relatively thick "hydrodynamic" layer is present near the solid surfaces LH
"

2.5 + o-I nm,
due to the conformation of the molecule, (compared with a flexible molecule such n-dodecane,
where LH

"
0A + 0.I nm) [18j.
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Figure 4b shows also, F~(D)/R plotted against closest distance D between the sphere (radius
R) and the plane. The force distance profile (Fig. 4b) has been already reported [18j. During
the squeeze process, a "confined" layer appears due to molecule entanglements. The contact

pressure orients molecules giving a resultant layer subsequently resistant to a relatively high
compressive pressure which has a thickness of 5 + o.5 nm.

3.2. "HYDRODYNAMIC" THICKNESS OF AN ADSORBED LAYER IN POLYMER SOLUTION.

Measurements in the polyisoprene solution in DCHPM at a concentration c =
8.I x

lo~~ g /cm~,

were conducted after 30 hours of incubation. The "damping profile", in the dynamic mode and

the normal force profile Fs(D) in the quasi-static mode are also simultaneously determined,

Figure 4.

A plot of 60rR~ IA uersm D, (Fig. 4a) again reveals a linear variation similar to that of

the pure solvent. The viscosity measured is qs =
450 + lo mPas, it corresponds to the bulk

viscosity of the polymer solution, since a value of 466 +10 mPas is found for the same solution

with a capillary rheometer [23]. It is possible to show that the maximum shear rate in these

experiments are of the order of I to lo s~~ [18].
The bulk viscosity was measured for different concentration of the polymer solution 8 x

lo~~ < c < 10~~ g/cm~, with capillary rheometer and SFA. The data, not reported here, give

a limiting viscosity number [~] =
lim

c-o

~~ ~°
"

l10 +15 cm~ lg.
qoc

Therefore the critical concentration c* at which the overlap of the polymer coils starts is

estimated to be c*
=

I /[q]
=

9 +1 x
10~~ g/cm~. In these experiments c =

9c*, corresponds

to the semi-dihte regime [20].
The hydrodynamic radius RH of the coil of polymer in the dilute regime, can be evaluated

by the relation:

~~I "
°.°~~~[4j ~~j (2)

A

where NA is the Avogadro number. Numerical application gives RH
"

lo.5 + 0.5 nm. The

ratio RH/RG, is considered as a criterion for the solvent quality [24], it has a value equal to

1.51 for 9 solvent, and to 1.7-2.5 for good solvent; here it is found 2.2.

In the semi-dilute regime the correlation length ( between two interpenetrated coil can be

evaluated by the relation:

~~
3/4

(
=

2RH (3)
C

Numerical application gives (
=

4 nm.

It is conchded that DCHPM, is a good soitent of the poiyisoprene at 23.5 °C, and that the

regime is semi-dihte.

The intercept of the extrapolation of 60rR~ IA with the surface separation axis is D
=

2LH
=

18.0 + 0.2 nm. This corresponds to an "hydrodynamic layer" on each s~rface, whose thickness

is LH
"

9.0 + o-I nm.

In our experiments, the "hydrodynamic layer" LH
"

9 nm is founded to be such as LH /(
"

2.25; LH appears to be comparable with the diameter of free coil, result is in good agreement
with the experimental work of Cohen-Stuart et al. [40j.

3.3. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR oF COMPRESSED ADSORBED LAYERS. Figure 4b shows

that repulsive interactions for the uncompressed layer start at Dor~set
"

135 + 20 nm. This

can correspond to the beginning of interpenetrating adsorbed layers. The meas~rement of
the thickness L of each polymer layer adsorbed on the cobalt surface gives L

=
D~r~set/2

=

68 + 20 nm. This thickness is found to be larger than the "hydrodynamic" layer thickness, and
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L
=

17(. This result suggests that the system is not completely in equilibrium and that the

polymer molecules, even if the approach speed is small, are not expelled from the contact.

The repulsive forces created by the deformation of the compressed adsorbed layers are ex-

plained by the steric forces created by adsorbed polymer layers. Their origin are explained by
Luckham and Klein [4], Sens, Marques and Joanny for adsorbed layer [6j, and Fredrickson and

Pincus [5j for compressed grafted polymer layers. Chains are considered as an elastic porous
medium through which the solvent flows.

Here, these forces are difficult to formulate for two main reasons. (I) First, neither the

amount of adsorbed polymer nor the number of binding sites per molecule are known. iii)
Second, d~ring the inward and o~tward approach (Fig. 4b), the force distance profile shows an

inelastic behaviour of the film. This irreversible behaviour is present for a time scale larger than

the time scale of the experiment, which is of the order of a few minutes. We have repeated
the same indentation experiment lo hours later and found that the layer has not yet relax

completely.
Furthermore, the experiment presented in Figure 4b shows that when f(D)/R is higher

than 200 mN/m, the compressed layers stays at a residual thickness of19.3 nm which resists

to the high contact pressure p > 30 MPa.

Furthermore, we conclude, that DCHPM molecules can flow in the polymer adsorbed layer,
whose thickness is L

=
68 + 20 nm, and because polymer tails only partly hinder the flow, the

hydrodynamic thickness L~ is smaller than L, (LH
"

o.15L
=

9 nm). During the compression

process DCHPM molecules are expelled from the polymer network, and especially from super-
ficial tails; so that, when the distance separation Z is less than 30 nm, the interfacial layer is

mainly composed of the "rubber" polyisoprene (see 4. II.
The force-separation curves Fs(D)/R from Figure 4, presents, a very low adhesion force

F~/R
=

0.01 mN/m. It is known that [30j, in the polymer adhesion problem, three processes
have been noted: the effect of dispersive forces, chain pull-out, and chain breaking. The level

of the energy measured in this experiment shows that the last two processes are not present.
This suggests that the polymer chains belonging to one adsorbed layer has not enough time

to diffuse into the second adsorbed layer, that the two compressed layers do not interdigitate
strongly, and finally that the contact plane between the two solids are well defined.

4. Frictional Behaviour of Compressed Adsorbed Layers

The analysis of the behaviour in friction of highly compressed polyisoprene films can be con-

sidered, because we have a relatively good description of the interface. In the contact area, one

"mesh" of polyisoprene molecules covers each solid surface in contact. The adhesion between

the two "meshes" is negligible, indicating that no molecule diffuse in the opposite "mesh".

Consequently, it is possible to deduce that the shear plane occurs between these two "meshes",
and not between each layer and the substrate, where an irreversible adsorption is produced, or

in the interior of one on the layer. Friction is studied for different sliding speeds and different

contact pressures, in order to describe the friction behaviour.

4.I. INITIAL FRICTION PRocEss OF VERY COMPRESSED FILMS. The sphere and the

plane are pressed with
a constant normal load during the test (Fs

=
508 +1 ~IN). The sphere

indentation in the two adsorbed films of thickness 2L, makes circular contact area of radius

af =
23 mm. In the middle of the contact is disposed the circular Hertzian contact area

of radius a =
2.4 mm (Fig. 5). This corresponds to cobalt-glass substrate deformations b

equal to 3.3 nm and an Hertzian pressure evaluated to 28 MPa. The tangential piezoelectric
transducer permits a relative sliding displacement X between the sphere and the plane. X is
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Fig. 5. Friction of very compressed layers. The sphere and the plane are pressed with
a constant

normal compression (Fs
=

508 ~IN, Fig. 4). The sphere indentation in the two adsorbed films of

thickness 2L, realises
a

circular contact area of radius af =
23 ~lm. In the middle of the contact is

disposed the circular Hertzian contact area a =
2.4 ~lm.

~lso measured with a resolution better than 0.ol nm. It is important to note, that all the sliding
displacements, realised in the experiments reported in this paper, are small in comparison with

the Hertzian contact radius.

The variations of the tangential force T and those of the film thickness /hD, as measured

by the electric capacitance of the sphere-plane interface, are studied as a function of time or

displacement X. Figure 6 shows the simultaneous variations of T and /hD terms time, when

a constant sliding speed of I
=

0.2 nm Is is applied.

(I) The Tangential Force. The tangential force detected is principally related to the friction

force T generated along the Hertzian area of contact, of thickness D,where pressure is high.
The measured tangential compliance (dX/dT)~~~~~~~~ ~~~~

is also assumed to be related to

this area of high pressure. With this assumption, an
eitimation of the elastic shear modulus

of the confined layer can be computed.
The measured tangential compliance is the sum of the tangential compliance of the Hertzian

contact C(~, and of the tangential compliance of the thin film C[ pressed in the Hertzian

contact:

ldx/dTl~D=const,X=0j "
Cl~ + Cl (4)

Their values are respectively:

(dX/dT)~~_~~~~~ ~~~~ =
9 x

lo~~ m/N;

the normal and tangential compliances of the Hertzian contact being related [31,32]:

c(~
=

l.15 c(~, (5j

therefore C(~
=

4.6 x
lo~6

m
IN.

Therefore the tangential compliance of the film can be determined with a good accuracy

with the equation (6) and is C[
=

4A x
lo~~

m IN. The shear modulus Gf of the compressed
films is obtained with the relation:

~~
ra~c[

'
~~~

and found to be equal to 250 + 30 MPa. Consequently the compressive modulus is Ef
=

650 +

80 MPa, and therefore this test is conducted with a pressure ratio p/Ef
=

0.52. According to

the scaling theory of polymer [20], the shear elastic modulus of the polymer network is related
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Fig. 6. Initial friction process of very compressed layers. The tangential force detected increases

non-linearly with the displacement. The film thickness, which is initially equal to D
=

19.3 nm,

decreases.

to the entanglement distance (, which is of the order of the mesh size of the temporary network

formed by the chains, by the relation:

According to Rault [29], for the cis-polyisoprene in melt (
=

8.2 nm and Gf
=

0.44 MPa;
therefore, ( of the compressed polymer is evaluated to be I nm. Due to applied external

pressure, because the polymer does not escape from the contact area, the "mesh" size of the

polymer layer is reduced. We note that a value of ( is close to the DCHPM molecule size

ii nm) [18]. Therefore, in the thickness of the interface (D
=

19.3 nm), each "mesh" layer
contains between 5 to 20 polymer molecules, (20, if the polymer molecules are in contact ).

At this compression rate, layers behave as a solid in the rubbery state. This result is in

accordance with the literature data [41]. The glass transition temperature for pure polyisoprene
is Tg m -73 °C. The constant of compressibility dTg/dp m 2.4 x

lo~~ °C/Pa. Therefore an

applied pressure of 28 MPa will shift the transition temperature by 7.2 °C, and will give

Tg m -66 °C. We conclude at the experiment temperature (23 °C), the glassy state is not

reached, and that the friction study is therefore dominated by the behaviour of the highly
compressed polyisoprene layers, which are in the rubbery state.

Figure 5 shows also that, the tangential force detected increases non-linearly with the dis-

placement. A relative displacement evaluated between 50 to loo nm is needed for the tangential
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force to reach the "stabilised" friction force TL. At this level, the shear stress of the film, as-

sumed uniformly distributed on the indented film area, is T =
TL/ora~

=
7.6 MPa, and the

friction coefficient
~1 =

TL/F~ is found in the range of ~1= o.27.

(ii) The Decrease of the Film Thickness /hD. The film thickness, which is initially equal

to D
=

19.3 nm, decreases, as X increases. This decrease can be followed accurately by

variations of the sphere-plane capacitance C or less accurately, by the measurement of the

normal displacement Z. For this initial sliding experiment, the decrease is extended with a

distance of 80 nm. When, after sliding at a speed of o.2 nm/s, the sliding is stopped, the

tangential force and the film thickness does not relax immediately and completely.
Film thickness variations follow those of the friction force variations and can be considered

as the sum of two contributions /hDi and /hD2, as described in Figure 6. The variations of

the thickness /hDi are attributed to be due to the creep of the layers themselves. /hDi is

negative and essentially dependent on the sliding distance X and the normal applied pressure

p. £LDi decreases, when the sliding distance X increases. The variation of the thickness /hD2

is p(sitive and is an increase of the interface between the two layers due to the sliding speed.
/hD2 increases when the sliding speed increases. Therefore /hD can be written as:

AD
=

/hDi(X, p) + /hD2(X, p).

4.2. EFFECT oF THE SLIDING SPEED. Figure 7 shows the frictional force T and fluctuations

of the film thickness /hD for the same experiment as in Figure 6, but for different sliding speeds.
During the sliding process, the speed is increased by steps (o.2; 2.5; 25; and lo~ nm/s). The

frictional force T and the fluctuations of the film thickness /hD are simultaneously found to

be dependent on the sliding speed X. The "stabilised" friction force TL, obtained for each

speed, is reached more and more rapidly, as the sliding speed increases. This suggests that the

relevant parameter is not the time, but one sliding distance, evaluated between 50 to loo nm.

This distance, which is roughly of the same order than the length of the long compressed tails.

We note also that TL decreases as the speed increases.

1(
--i-

j_Aj

D- -ZZ~Z
-~~lD

D-AD
~~~j~~

~

Fig. 7. Film thickness variations are
considered

as
the sum

of two contributions /hDi and /hD2.

Variations of the thickness /hDi are
attributed to the decrease of films thickness D, due to the creep

of layers itself. /hDi is negative and essentially dependant of the sliding distance X and of the normal

applied pressure p. Variation of the thickness /hD2 is positive and is an
increase of the interface

between the two layers due to the sliding speed.
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When the motion is stopped (X
=

o), after a sliding at low speed (X
=

o.2 nm/s), T does

not relax completely (Fig. 5). But, when the movement is stopped (X
=

0), after a sliding at

high speed ii
=

10~ nm/s), T relaxes almost completely.
Film thickness variations /hD follow those of friction force variations and can be interpreted

as follows.

(I) The Creep of the Layer. During the initial friction process, as shown in Figure 5 or

7, the polymer layer is first sheared at constant thickness D (index off in Fig. 5), then the

shear produces a creep of the layer, and therefore a decrease /hDi of the layer, (index fibs in

Fig. 5). The absolute value of /hDi, is of the same order of magnitude than the size of few

monomers size. The decrease of the thickness is probably due to alignment of the polymer
chains and may correspond to molecular orientation due to sliding, as already mentionned in

the literature [7,39].

(ii) Film Thickness Variations /hD2. The f(D)
curves realised after friction test not

reported here does not detect any appreciable increase of the adhesive force. Therefore,
adhesion of the two compressed adsorbed layers is negligible before and after the sliding tests,

the shear plane occurs between the two "mesh" layers. Therefore the sliding dissipation is

dominated by the small zone at the contact between the two compressed layers, where they
"gently" interpenetrate. In these experiments, the direct measurement of the interpenetration

zone is not possible. But, the thickness variations /hD2, which is an increase of the interface

between two layers, is found to be dependent on the sliding speed and is related to the thickness

of the interfacial thickness between the two layers.
The absolute value of /hD2, is of the same order of the size of a lateral group of the polymer

(0.05 0.3 nm, and is small in comparison with the absolute value of creep change /hDi Similar

results have been obtained ~&~ith the friction of "solid" state stearic acid monolayers [12]. In this

case the creep change thickness /hDi was negligible (the compressive modulus of stearic acid

monolayer is much higher than that of polymer layers studied here), the thickness variations

/hD m /hD2 and the thickness increases as the speed increases.

These results suggest that the sliding force T, which is dependent on the thickness of the

interpenetration zone, is related to the thickness /hD2. T decreases when /hD2 increases.

Therefore, because the sliding process is a dynamic one, it is tempting to relate variations of

film thickness /hD2, with a characteristic time. The time, ta, it takes one surface to traverse

a characteristic polymer dimension such the monomer breath (0.5 mu). Times ta are found in

the range of10 s to o-I ms. As noted (Fig. 5) in the relaxation process after the slow speed
test (X

=
0.2 nm/s), molecule groups are more interpenetrated and the tangential force does

not relax completely. In opposition, after
a step at high speed (X

=

lo~ nm/s, the tangential
force relaxes more completely, indicating that chains have less time for interpenetration.

Taking into account Harrison, White, Colton and Brenner et al. results [34, 35], it is possible
to interpret the fluctuations of the thickness /hD2 as due to the "levitation", consequence of best

trajectories taking by the molecular groups during the sliding. The simulation of the friction of

methyl-, ethyl-, and propyl-terminated surfaces placed in sliding contact with an hydrogenated
surface, show that, depending on the applied loads, the trajectories of the opposite atoms can

differ. For instance, at low loads, the ethyl molecule bends over, lies down and is dragged
almost straight across the repulsive potential, like the trajectory a chain would have if one end

were tied to the upper surface. At high load, however the ethyl molecule uses its flexibility
and length to "snake" (detour) around high potential energy barriers; this trajectory spends
less energy and produces a lower friction at higher loads. The friction coefficient for methyl-,
ethyl-, and propyl- terminated surfaces is equal to o.2 and found to be independent of the

contact pressure. This value corresponds to the situation where the molecular group snakes.
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We think that these simulations explain ours experiments, even if they do not concern

explicitly polymers. At high pressure and low speed, the molecular groups use their flexibility
to "snake" around the potential barrier and in this case /hD2 is small. A pinning state is

reached. At high speed, groups are dragged almost in straight line and therefore /hD2 is more

important.

4.3. EFFECT OF THE CONTACT PRESSURE. The compressed layer was characterized with

three constant normal load leading to different Hertzian applied pressures p: Fs
=

52 + o.3 ~IN,

p =
II MPa; f

=
508 +1 ~IN, p =

28 MPa; f
=

2222 +1 ~N, p =
49 MPa. In each

experiment, "stabilized" friction forces TL, were detected for each sliding speed. Figure 8

shows the "stabilized" friction coefficient ~L #
TL/Fs

uers~s the transit time ta. For these

three series of experiments, two sliding regimes occur: (I) the "pinning" regime corresponds

to ta > 0.025 s or X < 20 nm/s; in this regime, ~L varies with p; (it) the "non-pinning"

~ ~p
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Fig. 8. Frictional force T and fluctuations of the film thickness /hD of the same experiment as in

Figure 6, but for different sliding speeds. During the sliding process, the speed is increased by steps
(0.1; 2.5; 25; and10~ nm/s).
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Fig. 9. Stabilized friction coefficient ~IL, uerms
the transit time. The compressed layer is char~

acterized with three different Hertzian applied pressures p. In each experiment, "stabilized" friction

forces TL, were detected for each sliding speed.

regime corresponds to ta < o.025 s, and is characterized by a constant friction coefficient

~L =
0.18 + o.01. This regime responds to the classical Amonton's law, which is followed when

the adhesion is low.

The dissipation of the sliding energy, in the "non-pinning" regime, is due to the vibrations

of the groups at a time scale much less than the transit time ta. We expect that the groups
flexibility allows their travels in potential energy valleys of the interface. Added to these dissi-

pation energy, in the "pinning" regime another dissipation is founded. It is realised at a transit

time of I to lo s, and can correspond to the movement of some monomers. Experimentally, the

friction coefficient is found for high transit time (Fig. 9) very dependent with the contact

pressure. To explain this, the limiting friction coefficient can be written as the following:

I~L = l~Li + ~L2 =

~~ ( ~~~
(8)

~Li and TM correspond to the end groups contributions acting in both "pinning" and "non-

pinning" regimes. ~L2 and TL2 correspond to monomer-monomer interactions.
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The force TL2 can be given as the product of the local force on micro contact times the

surface density of micro contact times the surface area:

TL2
=

f ~ora~ (9)
(

where k is a constant. If for the compressed layer the entanglement distance ( is constant:

TL2 c~
fa~ (10)

According Hertz theory [32], the normal force is:

Fs c~
a~ ill)

therefore the friction coefficient is

~L2 c~

~
(12)

a

But the Hertzian pressure p is proportional to a, therefore the friction coefficient is:

~L2 c~ (13)
P

We experimentally found that, at small sliding speed, the stabilised friction coefficient ~L2 is

proportional to the pressure p, therefore according equation (13),

f c~ p~ (14)

But p is also proportional to the squeeze deformation of the layer. Therefore equation (14)
suggests that the force f is proportional to the cross section of the part of the molecule in

contact.

In conclusion, at low speed interpenetration of the molecules leads to an increase of the

friction force and consequently to a shear alignment. These experiments shows that the lowest

sliding speed studied leads to the creep of the layer and corresponds to the macroscopic "static"

friction [41]. The decrease of the kinetic friction in comparison with the "static" one is found

when substantial pression is applied on the contact.

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
(I) Molecularly smooth metal films sputtered on glass surfaces allows the study of the rhe-

ology and the friction with a molecular tribometer.

iii) Nanorheology measurements detect different thicknesses for the polymer adsorbed layers.
In the case of cis-polyisoprene in a good solvent, the "hydrodynamic" layer thickness is smaller

than the thickness of polymer layer adsorbed on the cobalt surface.

(iii) During the compression process the solvent molecules are repelled from the polymer
network. When the separation distance becomes very small, two separated layers of "mesh"

polymer are formed.

(iv) The low adhesion found between the two compressed layers permits a definition of the

position of the shear plane during the friction test.

(v) During the sliding process the film thickness variation follows the friction force variations

and is the sum of two contributions. One is a thickness decrease due to the creep of layers
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themselves. Another is an increase of the interface between two layers, found to be dependent

on the sliding speed and is related to the interpenetration thickness between the two layers.
(vi) Application of shear results in ordering of the polymer chains that decreases the friction.

(vii) Friction coefficient is found to be dependent on the state of "pinning" of the two "mesh"

layers.
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AppendiX A

Principles of EXperiments in Normal Approach

The phenomena taking place at the sphere-plane interface are strongly dependent upon the

separation distance between the two surfaces D (Fig. 3b), and this distance depends upon
both the approach distance Z between the sphere and the plane, and also the extent of solid

deformation b, giving a true separation D given by

D
=

Z b. (A.la)

The approach distance Z measured from the capacitive displacement sensor, and this origin
Z

=
o is an electrical one defined from the electrical capacitance C measurements. Indeed, the

electrical capacitance C of the sphere-plane interface is expressed as a function of D, which is,
for negligible solid deformation 16 =

o), identical to the displacement Z. It follows, from the

expression of the capacitance C as a function of D, that the function (dZ/dC) is proportional
to the separation D between conducting solid surfaces, and thus, the plot (dZ/dC) against Z

gives the electrical origin O [18]. Consequently, for negligible solid deformation b, the sphere-
plane separation D is, through Z, imposed as the superposition of a very low "quasi-static"
motion Ds with a small amplitude harmonic motion (pulsation

uJ and amplitude fi) (Fig. 3c)

D
=

Ds fie~~~ (A.lb)

where fi is small with respect to Ds, while Ds changes slowly enough with time to allow

neglecting the corresponding velocity ljs with respect to the harmonic component uJfi, therefore

Ds will be considered as a constant parameter.
The resulting normal force F can be decomposed into an hydrodynamic component flH and

a "quasi-static" component F~ (defined as the force which would subsist in the limit fi
-

o).
The dynamic contrib~tion corresponds to the rheology of the fluid in the interface. For a

Newtonian fluid, the hydrodynamic force is given by Reynolds lubrication theory [13,14] and

can be written:

A
=

i~~
=

~$
=

~°~~~~
(A.2)

D iuJD D

It can be noted that, if the viscosity of the fluid q and R remain constant, the inverse of the

damping function I IA is proportional to D. When a polymer is adsorbed irreversibly on the

solid surfaces, each surface is covered by a polymer layer of thickness L (Fig. 3b). If the solid
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surfaces are separated by distances D large compared with the layer thickness L, but small

compared with the upper surface radius of curvature R, the dynamic rep~lsion is described by
Reynolds theory (Eq. (A.2)), after correcting D by a polymer layer "hydrodynamic" thickness

LH lsl:

~
60rqR~

D 2LH
(A.3)

1/A function is homogeneous to a length.
The static interactions between the sphere and the plane are first wetting forces created

by the liquid meniscus of size comparable to the radius of the sphere, second electrostatic

forces produced by the capacitive measurement between surfaces and third surface forces.

Experiments are conducted in a such manner that the two first contributions are constant or

negligible as function of Z [18].
Therefore, the "quasi-static" normal forces evolutions correspond to interactions between the

sphere and the plane, because they are measured at low speed if equilibrium is reached. They
correspond to the surface forces Fs, created in the vicinity of the contact between the sphere
and the plane. For the imposed oscillatory motion, a first order Taylor expansion around D~

gives for this static force

Fs
=

F~(D~) (~~j fie~~ % F~(D) (~~ fie~~ (A.4)
dD

D~
dD

D

showing the contribution of this "quasi-static" force to the harmonic response

Fs
=

Fs(D) Fi~~, (A.5)

with F
=

FH + Fs.

This "quasi-static" contribution includes the local derivative of the static force against dis-

tance. This expression is negligible for surfaces far apart, where static forces can be regarded

as constant.

The surface force Fs results from solid-solid interactions, which can be attractive or repulsive
depending upon the distance D and the nature of the liquid. If the liquid is at thermodynamic
equilibrium, this is a truly static intermolecular force. These forces are generally normalised

as Fs/R when the substrate contact is not deformed (b
=

0), as proposed by the Derjaguin
approximation [21]. Indeed forces carried by the sphere and the plane are related to the

interaction energy per unit area W(D) of flat parallel surfaces (a distance D apart), (obeying
the same force law as the curved surfaces), by the relation:

F~jDj /R
=

2~rwjDj, jA.6j

this relation applies for R » D.

When this "quasi-static" force increases, the elastic deformations of the substrate cannot

be neglected any longer. They finally become preponderant so that D may be considered as

constant (Fig. I) The elastic deformations of the substrate can be evaluated, if the interface

distance D stays constant, by using the Hertz relation [22]. For a perfectly smooth sphere
elastically pressed against a perfectly smooth plane (without any film), total solid deformations

are related to the force by:

b
=

o.825
~ ~ ~ ~~,

(A.7)
E* R
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where E* is the combined elastic modulus
=

~ ~~
+

"~ El and E2, vi and v2 are
E* El

~

E2

~

respectively the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of the sphere and the plane, here E*
=

so

GPa. The circular Hertzian contact area of radius a is:

S
=

ora~
=

orRb (A.7')

and the computed Hertzian pressure

~~~ ~2 ~~b
~~'~'~

In conclusion, simultaneous static and dynamic measurements of normal forces present dur-

ing the drainage of the sphere-plane interface can characterise the interface.
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